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As the COVID-19 pandemic engulfs the world, small businesses struggle to survive. Providing
sustainable services is always one of our major priorities. We know how hard it is, and what it means to
other small businesses currently. That is why we will decide to change the hosting add-on service policy,
which aims to support our […]
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Lots of clients enquired about Log4j issue. We have run a full security check of all our online services
right after we get notice. Flipbuilder is 100% safe, and free risks of the Log4j flaws, for Flipbuilder DO
NOT USE Log4j in our online hosting services at all. However, if you embed our books in […]
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Flipbuilder is dedicated to making the best products possible. To better serve users speaking different
languages, the Flip PDF Plus user interface is now available in a number of different languages. As a
translator, you can help proofread existing translations or create translations for a new language (from
English to a non-English language). Join and […]
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We have updated our FlipPDF Window product line to fix the bugs caused by the Flash EOL, which may
cause a few buttons and features not responding. We strongly suggest that all users download and
install the latest Window Application. It is always free as usual. Here are the download links: FlipPDF For
Window ($99) […]
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After December 2020, all browsers will not support Flash for security issues. Just read the Adobe official
FAQ for more details in case you have never heard of it. Lots of FlipBuilder users still love Flash, that is
why we still offer Flash output in our software. However, we strongly suggest you embrace HTML5,
which […]
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We always take clients’ security and privacy as our first priority at FlipBuilder. In 2020, we partner with
Cloudflare, a US web-infrastructure and website-security company, to improve our site’s performance.
Cloudflare offered leading DDoS protection, which is a major hack method. Our site and servers have
never been compromised since we committed to serving the creative community. […]
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Nowadays, finding a high-quality, helpful, and a workable remote work tool has become very important.
The coronavirus pandemic has stunned the world and affected businesses across the world. This is the
reason companies, institutions, and individuals opt to find the right remote work tool that helps them
work from home. A feature-full remote work tool can help […]
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During these hard times, teaching can change your life and the lives of those around you. You can gain
more if you learn how to take advantage of the PDF files that you have on your computer. With the
right software, you can convert your PDFs into books and sell them online. To create your […]
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Remote teaching is now the most used mode of teaching that every teacher is aiming at. But what are
the teaching tips that you should know to teach well? What are some things that you should avoid
when handling your class? And lastly, how can you ensure that your students are attentive from the start
[…]
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Adobe InDesign is a desktop publishing and typesetting software application produced by Adobe
Systems. It can be used to create works such as posters, flyers, brochures, magazines, newspapers,
presentations, books and e-books. Best Desktop Digital Publishing Software for eBooks Free Download
Free Download When you collaborate with Adobe Digital Publishing, Indesign enables graphic
designers and […]
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